
AN ANALYSIS OF THE NOVEL THE SPY WHO CAME IN FROM THE COLD

BY JOHN LE CARRE

Rereading: The Spy Who Came in from the Cold by John le CarrÃ© Unusually for a spy novel, Le CarrÃ©'s narrative
point of view is omniscient â€“ a Technically, on a purely writerly analysis, Le CarrÃ© seems to me to be.

Liz's love for Leamas overcomes her moral disgust, and she accompanies Leamas to a break in the wire
fronting the Berlin Wall , from which they can climb the wall and escape to West Berlin. Peters is skeptical
that Riemeck would have had access to so much information. John le Carre published his novel just as the
modestly successful James Bond series by Ian Fleming was about to become a global phenomenon. One night,
she can tell that he is preparing to do something and that they must say goodbye. Smiley leaves Liz his card
and tells her to be in touch if she needs anything. First, the very last sentence of the book must seem baffling
to the vast majority of readers: "As he fell, Leamas saw a small car smashed between great lorries, and
children waving cheerfully through the window. Leamas travels to The Hague, where he is interviewed by a
Russian agent named Peters. There is never a sense that we are being overly manipulated â€” the choice of
those characters whose inner thoughts he shares with us seems entirely apt â€” we never feel we are being
narratively duped. At the Tribunal, Mundt claims that Leamas is a double agent working for Britain. To try to
determine which agent was paid through the Rolling Stone operation, Fiedler has Leamas write to the two
banks to inquire about the accounts. The old adage of pouring a quart into a pint pot was never more
successfully demonstrated. George Smiley, off-screen mastermind of this devilish brew of bluff and
counter-bluff, is waiting for him. After the meeting, a man named Holten comes and tells Liz that her itinerary
has changed and that he will bring her to a special meeting on the Polish border. Then he climbs back down
the East German side of the wall to be shot and killed too. During his debriefing, he drops casual hints about
British payments to a double agent in the Abteilung. Operationally and procedurally this seemed to me a huge
error. Their intimate relationship facilitated the plan. Leamas explains to Liz the way London used them to
achieve its end, and Liz is horrified. The next day, Leamas tells Peters about a special system for paying an
agent that he worked on while in the Banking Department. Everywhere that air of conspiracy which generates
amongst people who have been up since dawn â€” of superiority almost, derived from the common experience
of having seen the night disappear and the morning come. They drive away from the prison and make their
way to the border. My reading of the last page of the book is that the British Secret Service who have used Liz
as brutally and pitilessly as they have used their trusted agent Leamas always intended that Leamas should
escape â€” should come in from the cold â€” and that Liz should die on the Wall.


